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Predicting thermoelectric properties from chemical formula
with explicitly identifying dopant effects
Gyoung S. Na 1✉, Seunghun Jang1 and Hyunju Chang 1

Dopants play an important role in synthesizing materials to improve target materials properties or stabilize the materials. In
particular, the dopants are essential to improve thermoelectic performances of the materials. However, existing machine learning
methods cannot accurately predict the materials properties of doped materials due to severely nonlinear relations with their
materials properties. Here, we propose a unified architecture of neural networks, called DopNet, to accurately predict the materials
properties of the doped materials. DopNet identifies the effects of the dopants by explicitly and independently embedding the host
materials and the dopants. In our evaluations, DopNet outperformed existing machine learning methods in predicting
experimentally measured thermoelectric properties, and the error of DopNet in predicting a figure of merit (ZT) was 0.06 in mean
absolute error. In particular, DopNet was significantly effective in an extrapolation problem that predicts ZTs of unknown materials,
which is a key task to discover novel thermoelectric materials.
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INTRODUCTION
In physical science, various calculation methods to predict
materials properties have been developed because the materials
properties determine applications of materials1–3. However,
extensive computation costs of the calculation methods fre-
quently limit the applicability of them in practical applications4,5.
In particular, the conventional calculation methods are not
applicable to the doped materials due to impractical computation
costs caused by large cells of the doped materials6. For this reason,
most experiments to discover novel materials of desired thermo-
electric properties have been conducted relying on the intuition of
domain experts.
With the rapidly growing public materials databases, machine

learning began to be studied widely in physical science to
efficiently predict the materials properties7–9. In the early stage
of materials machine learning, the materials were described as
vector-shaped representations based on global characteristics of
the materials or statistical information from atomic attributes.
Then, conventional machine learning methods (e.g., Gaussian
process regression10) were applied to predict materials proper-
ties based on these vector-shaped representations7,11. Recently,
advanced machine learning methods that explore structural
information of input data, as well as input features, have been
studied in physical science to fully utilize structural information
from the crystal structures. In particular, graph neural networks
(GNNs)12 have been successfully applied to various scientific
applications of physical science because the crystal structure is
natively represented as a mathematical graph. In various
chemical and physical applications, GNNs have achieved state-
of-the-art performances beyond the conventional machine
learning methods8,13,14.
Predicting the materials properties of the doped materials is the

next challenge of machine learning in physical science. The doped
materials are popular in real-world applications due to their superior
performances and stability15–17. In particular, the doped materials are
dominant in the thermoelectric materials due to their superior
thermoelectric performances18,19. However, although machine

learning has been successfully applied to various scientific applica-
tions in physical science, existing machine learning methods are not
effective to predict the materials properties of the doped materials.
There are three problems in predicting materials properties of the
doped materials based on machine learning:

● Lack of information: the crystal structures of the doped
materials are not available in most cases because impractical
computation costs are required to calculate the crystal
structures of the doped materials.

● Dopant effect vanishing: the chemical formula-based materi-
als representations cannot precisely describe the effects of the
dopants in the doped materials because numerical changes
by the dopants are tiny in the materials representations due to
small proportions of the dopants.

● Severely nonlinear relations: relations between the doped
materials and their materials properties are severely nonlinear
because the dopants sometimes dramatically change the
materials properties of the host materials.

Therefore, to accurately predict the materials properties of the
doped materials, we need a machine learning method to
effectively approximate severely nonlinear functions from the
chemical formulas with identifying the dopant effects.
In this paper, we propose a unified architecture of neural

networks, called DopNet, to accurately predict the materials
properties of the doped materials. DopNet utilizes the chemical
formula of the materials to predict materials properties without
the crystal structures. To overcome the problems from the dopant
effect vanishing and severely nonlinear relations, DopNet explicitly
describes the host materials and the dopants. In Discussion
Section, we will show that the doped materials can be clearly
identified according to their materials properties by explicitly
embedding the host materials and the dopants. Another benefit
of DopNet is that it does not require additional information about
the materials other than the chemical formulas of them. Hence,
DopNet can be universally applied to both experimental and
calculation materials databases.
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In our evaluations on a real-world materials dataset, DopNet
achieved state-of-the-art accuracies in predicting experimentally
measured thermoelectric properties of 573 different materials and
conditions. Specifically, the prediction error of DopNet in
predicting a figure of merit (ZT) was 0.06 in mean absolute error
(MAE). In particular, DopNet was significantly more effective than
the most popular gradient boosting tree regression (GBTR)20 in
predicting ZTs of completely unseen materials. The errors of GBTR
and DopNet in predicting ZTs of these unseen materials were 0.41
and 0.13, respectively, and the performance improvement by
DopNet is 68.29%. The significant improvement of DopNet in this
extrapolation problem is noteworthy because an accurate
prediction for unseen materials is a key task of inverse design.
Although we focused on the prediction of the thermoelectric
properties in this paper, DopNet can be generally applied to
predict any materials properties of the doped materials. For the
future works of machine learning in materials science, we publicly
open the source code of DopNet at https://github.com/ngs00/
DopNet.

RESULTS
Doped materials in regression of materials property
Usually, only a small amount of these dopants are added to the
host materials, but the materials properties can be changed
drastically21,22. Hence, the doped material have severely nonlinear
relations with their materials properties in local areas of materials
space as shown in Fig. 1a. For instance, the changes from (b)
Mg2Si0.999Bi0.001 to (a) Mg2Si0.9985Bi0.0015 is tiny in the entire
materials space, but ZT was significantly improved from 0.32 to
0.6421. Also, ZTs of (c)-(e) fluctuated from 0.54 to 1.4522. However,
existing machine learning methods are not suitable to approximate
these severely nonlinear relations23. Although some machine
learning methods to approximate the severely nonlinear functions
were proposed24,25, they require large-scale training datasets, which
are impractical in experimental materials databases.
This severely nonlinear relations between the thermoelectric

materials and their ZTs are observed in real-world datasets.
Figure 1b shows distribution of thermoelectric materials
collected from a real-world database26. Each point is a material,
and the colors of the points indicate the values of ZTs at 700 K.
For the five example material, their ZTs at 700 K are presented in
parentheses. The materials were visualized in 2-dimensional
space by t-SNE27. As shown in the figure, the doped materials
are highly mixed in terms of their ZTs. As a result, this mixed
distribution forms a severely nonlinear relation between the
doped materials and their ZTs. It is consistent with our common
sense in the conceptual materials space of Fig. 1a. Specifically,
Mg2Si0.6Ge0.4Bi0.02 and Mg2Si0.6Ge0.4Ag0.02 are distributed almost

the same region despite their completely different ZTs. That is,
the effect of the dopants Bi0.02 and Ag0.02 are not identified. The
similar problem was observed in the example materials
Zr0.5Hf0.5NiSn, Zr0.5Hf0.5NiSn1.994Sb0.006, and Zr0.15Hf0.15Ti0.7NiSn.
In the next section, we propose a neural network for the
accurate prediction of thermoelectric properties by explicitly
identifying the dopant effects in the doped materials.

Architecture of DopNet
In the existing machine learning methods, to predict materials
properties from the chemical formulas, the materials are
represented based on the statistical information from the
elemental attributes of the atoms in the materials regardless of
identifying the dopants7,11. However, the atoms in the host
material and the dopants are independently embedded in
DopNet. This explicit embedding mechanism of DopNet improves
the prediction performance for the doped materials by capturing
the dopant effects, which are numerically tiny in the materials
representations.
DopNet consists of three parts: (1) host embedding networks to

extract latent embeddings representing the host materials, (2)
dopant embedding networks to generate latent embeddings of
the dopants, and (3) dense network to predict target materials
property from the embeddings of the host materials and the
dopants. Figure 2 illustrates the architecture and forward step of
DopNet to predict target materials property y from the input
chemical formula through four steps:

● The input chemical formula is decomposed into the host
material and the dopant(s). Each atom in the material is
classified as a dopant when their proportion is less than or
equal to γ, where γ ≥ 0 is a pre-defined hyperparameter of
DopNet. For instance, Zr0.5Hf0.5Sn1.998Sb0.002 is decomposed
into a host material Zr0.5Hf0.5Sn1.998 and a dopant Sb0.002 for a
given γ= 0.1.

● The host material is described as a vector-shaped representa-
tion xh based on statistical information from the elemental
attributes of the constituent atoms. For the host feature vector
xh, an autoencoder gψ(hϕ(xh))

28 is applied to generate a
compact latent embedding of the host material. Then, the
host embedding zh is calculated by feeding the latent feature
vector of the host material into the host embedding network.

● The feature vectors of the dopants are stored in a set Sd that
can contain maximum K dopants, where the maximum
number of dopants K is a hyperparameter of DopNet. In
doped materials including M < K dopants, the K−M unde-
fined dopant feature vectors are set to zero vectors. Then, the
dopants are embedded independently of the host material
through the dopant embedding networks that share model
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Fig. 1 Mixed distribution of thermoelectirc materials and their ZTs. a Conceptual materials space proportional to ZT at 700 K. Five example
doped materials denoted by (a)–(e) are presented to describe severely nonlinear relations between the doped materials and ZT. (a)
Mg2Si0.9985Bi0.0015 (ZT= 0.64); (b) Mg2Si0.999Bi0.001 (ZT= 0.32); (c) Zr0.5Hf0.5NiSn (ZT= 0.54). (d) Zr0.5Hf0.5NiSn1.9998Sb0.002 (ZT= 1.45); (e)
Zr0.5Hf0.5NiSn1.9994Sb0.006 (ZT= 1.34). b Distribution of doped materials and their ZTs at 700 K in real-world dataset26. Each point indicate a
material, and they were visualized in 2-dimensional space by t-SNE27. For the five example material, ZTs at 700 K are presented in parentheses.
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parameters with each other. After the embedding process, the
generated dopant embeddings are concatenated as a single
vector representation zd.

● The target property y is predicted through the dense network
by feeding the final materials representation zh⊕ zd.

The hyperparameter settings and network configurations of
DopNet are provided in the method section, and the implementa-
tion details including selected elemental attributes are presented
in Supplementary Table 1.

Prediction of thermoelectric properties
About 70% of the primary energy is lost in the form of heat
during the energy conversion process29. To utilize the wasted
energy, thermoelectric materials that convert heat into electricity
by Seebeck effect30 have been widely studied in physical
science31,32. The efficiency of the energy conversion process
originated from the thermoelectric materials are typically given
by a figure of merit (ZT) as:

ZT ¼ S2σT
κ

; (1)

where S is Seebeck coefficient, σ is electrical conductivity, T is
temperature, and κ is thermal conductivity.
Despite the importance of the thermoelectric materials,

machine learning to predict thermoelectric performances of
the materials was hardly studied in physical science. The main
obstacle is the lack of training datasets because simulation and
calculation methods are not applicable to estimate the thermo-
electric properties of the materials in most cases. However,
although there is no dataset for the thermoelectric materials,
Materials Research Laboratory (MRL) opened about 500
materials with their thermoelectric properties in their website26,
and we manually collected the chemical formulas of the
thermoelectric materials and their thermoelectric properties at
the website of MRL to predict the thermoelectric properties of
the materials. In this paper, we refer this collected thermo-
electric dataset to MRL dataset. This MRL dataset contains 573
thermoelectric materials from various combinations of the host
materials and the dopants with several thermoelectric proper-
ties measured experimentally at 300 K, 400 K, and 700 K. The
collected materials systems in the MRL dataset are summarized
in Supplementary Table 2.
In the evaluations, we predicted five thermoelectric properties:

Seebeck coefficient, electrical conductivity, thermal conductivity,
power factor, and ZT. For prediction, the chemical formulas of the
materials were converted into the vector-shaped materials

representations based on elemental attributes of the constituent
atoms. The selected elemental attributes and the representation
method of the materials are provided in Supplementary Note 1.
We compared the prediction performance of DopNet with support
vector regression (SVR)33, Gaussian process regression (GPR)10,
gradient boosting tree regression (GBTR)20, and deep neural
network (DNN)34. SVR is effective to prevent overfitting due to its
margin-based loss formulation. GPR is widely used in scientific
applications due to its extrapolation capabilities35. GBTR is the
most popular method in scientific applications and achieved state-
of-the-art performance in various applications36,37. The prediction
performances were measured by mean absolute error (MAE) and
coefficient of determination (R2 score)38. All machine learning
methods were evaluated with 3-fold cross-validation, and the
evaluation was repeated 10 times. We reported the average of the
prediction performances measured by the 10 times repetitions of
the evaluations.
Table 1 summarizes the evaluation results of SVR, GPR, GBTR,

DNN, and DopNet on the MRL dataset. For all thermoelectric
properties, DopNet showed the best prediction performances, as
highlighted by the bold fonts. In particular, DopNet outperformed
GBTR that showed state-of-the-art performances in various
scientific applications36,37,39,40. Furthermore, DopNet achieved R2

score of 0.86 ± 0.02 in predicting ZT that determines the thermo-
electric capability of the materials, and its prediction error for ZT
was 0.06 ± 3.00e−3. Figure 3 shows the prediction results of GPR,
GBTR, and DopNet for power factor and ZT. Note that the
prediction results of SVR are not presented due to its low R2 scores
−4.10 ± 0.34 and 0.17 ± 0.01 in predicting power factor and ZT,
respectively. Although GPR and GBTR well predicted the power
factors of the materials, there are severe outliers in their prediction
results as shown in Fig. 3a. By contrast, the severe outliers were
removed in the prediction results of DopNet. In predicting ZT, GPR
and GBTR also well predicted the ZTs of the materials. However,
they significantly underestimated the ZTs of the high-ZT materials,
as highlighted in Fig. 3b. By contrast, DopNet roughly predicted
the ZTs of the high-ZT materials.
In addition to power factor and ZT, we also present the

prediction results for the transport properties of the materials, as
shown in Fig. 4. GPR completely failed to predict the transport
properties of the test materials, even though it roughly predicted
ZTs. By contrast, GBTR and DopNet accurately predicted Seebeck
coefficients of the materials. In particular, many outliers in the
prediction results of GBTR were removed as shown in the
prediction results of DopNet. However, GBTR and DopNet showed
large prediction errors for the materials of the low electrical

Zr . Hf . NiSn . Sb .Zr . Hf . NiSn . Sb .

Zr . Hf . NiSn . Sb .
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Dopant embedding: 

… Target
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Dopant embedding 
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Parameter
sharing
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Fig. 2 Architecture of DopNet and its forward process to predict target materials property y from the chemical formula
Zr0.5Hf0.5Sn1.998Sb0.002. The yellow circle and squircle in the network indicates artificial neuron with ReLU activation52 and ReLU feedforward
network, respectively.
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conductivities as shown in the yellow areas of Fig. 4b. This
happened because the data with small target values are some-
times omitted in the training of ML algorithms. As future work, we
can employ a weighted surrogate loss function to reduce the
prediction errors for the materials of the low electrical conductiv-
ities. In the prediction results of thermal conductivity, GBTR and
DopNet showed severe outliers marked by red circles in Fig. 4c.
These data are Zn0.9975Al0.0025O at 300 K and 400 K. Experimen-
tally, they have low electrical conductivities less than 3. However,
similar materials, such as Zn0.995Al0.005O and Zn0.95Al0.05O, have
very high electrical conductivities larger than 30. That is, GBTR and
DopNet were failed to predict the electrical conductivities of
Zn0.9975Al0.0025O at 300 K and 400 K because GBTR and DopNet
were overfitted to Zn0.995Al0.005O and Zn0.95Al0.05O. This overfitting
problem is common in ML and can be solved by collecting larger
training datasets.

Prediction of high-ZT materials
The ultimate goal of machine learning in materials science is to
discover a novel material, which is called inverse design. For this
purpose, an accurate prediction of the high-ZT materials is
important because the goal of the inverse design for the
thermoelectric materials is to discover a novel material with high
ZT. To evaluate the effectiveness of the machine learning methods
in the inverse design, we measured the prediction errors of the
machine learning methods in predicting the high-ZT materials.
Table 2 shows the predicted ZTs of GPR, GBTR, and DopNet for the
top 10 high-ZT materials in the MRL dataset. As shown in the table,
GPR and GBTR significantly underestimated ZT of the high-ZT
materials. The prediction errors of GBTR are 0.12–0.81, and its MAE
for the high-ZT materials was 0.45. By contrast, DopNet showed
prediction errors lower than 0.5 for all materials, and its MAE for the
high-ZT materials was 0.26. Hence, DopNet improved the prediction

Table 1. Prediction errors of SVR, GPR, GBTR, DNN, and DopNet.

Prediction Method Seebeck coefficient Electrical conductivity Thermal conductivity Power factor ZT

SVR 148.62 ± 1.75 1464.15 ± 193.08 2.56 ± 0.14 2.44e−3 ± 6.05e−5 0.16 ± 5.00e−3

(−0.03 ± 0.04) (−0.02 ± 0.00) (−0.08 ± 0.01) (−4.10 ± 0.34) (0.17 ± 0.01)

GPR 148.62 ± 1.75 2160.61 ± 107.03 2.15 ± 0.06 8.63e−4 ± 1.94e−4 0.15 ± 6.00e−3

(−0.03 ± 0.04) (−0.01 ± 0.01) (0.43 ± 0.04) (−5.98 ± 7.23) (0.47 ± 0.04)

GBTR 45.40 ± 1.42 795.96 ± 233.47 1.21 ± 0.09 3.05e−4 ± 1.55e−5 0.07 ± 3.00e−3

(0.80 ± 0.02) (0.57 ± 0.27) (0.55 ± 0.09) (0.74 ± 0.05) (0.78 ± 0.03)

DNN 56.53 ± 2.51 1325.92 ± 197.95 1.27 ± 0.06 3.69e−4 ± 1.40e−5 0.09 ± 0.01

(0.74 ± 0.03) (0.03 ± 0.10) (0.53 ± 0.06) (0.69 ± 0.02) (0.77 ± 0.02)

DopNet 39.46 ± 1.34 763.66 ± 208.02 1.12 ± 0.09 2.75e−4 ± 1.15e−5 0.06 ± 3.00e−3

(0.86 ± 0.04) (0.64 ± 0.13) (0.61 ± 0.08) (0.79 ± 0.03) (0.86 ± 0.02)

The prediction errors measured by MAE are reported with their standard deviations. For each machine learning method, R2 scores are presented in the
parenthesis below the prediction errors. The measured Seebeck coefficient, electrical conductivity, thermal conductivity, power factor, and ZT are distributed
within [−752.00, 1235.00], [6.90e−5, 1.32e+5], [0.20, 48.70], [1.77e−10, 6.73e−3], and [6.76e−8, 1.60], respectively. The best prediction performance was
highlighted by the bold font.

GPR, = . 7 GBTR, = . DopNet, = .

Underestimated
high-ZT materials

Underestimated
high-ZT materials

b Predic�on results of ZT

GPR, = − . GBTR, = . DopNet, = .

a Predic�on results of power factor

Fig. 3 Prediction results of the machine learning methods on the MRL dataset. a Scatter plots of the prediction results for the test materials
in predicting power factor. b Scatter plots of the prediction results in predicting ZT. X and Y axes are measured and predicted materials
properties, respectively.
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a Prediction results of Seebeck coefficient

b Prediction results of electrical conductivity

GPR, = − . GBTR, = . DopNet, = .

GPR, = − .

c Prediction results of thermal conductivity

GPR, = .

GBTR, = . DopNet, = .

GBTR, = . DopNet, = .

Fig. 4 Regression results of the ML algorithms in predicting Seebeck coefficient, electrical conductivity, and thermal conductivity.
a Scatter plots of the prediction results for the test materials in predicting Seebeck coefficient. b Scatter plots of the prediction results with
large error regions for electrical conductivity. c Scatter plots of the prediction results with large error data for thermal conductivity. The
prediction results of electrical conductivity were presented by log scale. Two marked materials (a) and (b) in the prediction results of thermal
conductivity are Zn0.9975Al0.0025O at 300 K and 400 K, respectively.

Table 2. Predicted ZTs of the machine learning algorithms for top 10 high-ZT materials in the MRL dataset.

Chemical formula Ground truth (= y) fGP fGB fDN ∣y− fGP∣ ∣y− fGB∣ ∣y− fDN∣

Pb0.96Sr0.4TeNa0.2 1.6053 0.55 0.79 1.43 1.05 0.81 0.17

Pb0.98Sr0.2TeNa0.1 1.5653 0.76 0.81 1.53 0.80 0.75 0.03

Na0.02PbTe0.85Se0.15 1.5054 0.84 1.24 1.21 0.66 0.26 0.29

In0.25Co4Sb12 1.5055 0.46 1.22 1.06 1.04 0.28 0.44

Zr0.5Hf0.5NiSn1.998Sb0.002 1.4522 0.85 0.98 1.35 0.60 0.47 0.10

Zr0.25Hf0.25Ti0.5NiSn 1.4222 0.62 1.04 1.22 0.80 0.38 0.20

Tl0.02Pb0.98Te 1.3956 0.90 0.91 0.91 0.49 0.48 0.48

Na0.02PbTe0.75Se0.25 1.3954 0.84 1.27 1.15 0.55 0.12 0.24

In0.2Co4Sb12 1.3955 0.47 1.26 1.04 0.92 0.13 0.35

Ag0.15Sb0.15Te1.15Ge0.85 1.3857 0.60 0.59 1.05 0.78 0.79 0.33

Average error (MAE) 0.77 0.45 0.26

ZTs of all materials were measured at 700 K. The predicted values of GPR, GBTR, and DopNet are denoted by fGP, fGB, and fDN, respectively.
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accuracy for the high-ZT materials by 42.22% compared to GBTR.
This significant improvement by DopNet in predicting high ZT is
important and has wide impacts because the accurate prediction of
the high-ZT materials is a key task in the machine-based inverse
design of the materials.

ZT prediction of unseen materials from external databases
Since the MRL dataset contains ZTs of the same materials for each
temperature, some known materials with ZTs measured at
different temperatures can be included in the training dataset.
To evaluate the machine learning methods in the extrapolation
problem, we measured the prediction accuracies of GBTR and
DopNet for completely unseen thermoelectric materials. The test
thermoelectric materials for this evaluation were collected in
previous literature22,41,42. ZTs of the collected test materials were
measured at 700 K. The test thermoelectric materials for the
evaluation can be categorized as:

● Known combination: the combinations of the host atoms and
dopants were already provided in the MRL dataset, but the
same doping concentrations were not given in the training.

● Unknown combination: both the combinations of the atoms
and the doping concentrations are completely unseen in the
MRL dataset.

Table 3 summarizes the evaluation results. For the two test
cases, GBTR showed relatively large errors in predicting ZTs of the
test thermoelectric materials because the tree-based methods are
not suitable for the extrapolation problems. In particular, GBTR
couldn’t capture the changes by the different doping concentra-
tions of Sb in Zr0.25Hf0.25Te0.5NiSn1−xSbx, and ZTs of these materials
are predicted as the same value of 0.32. MAE of GBTR for the
materials from the external databases was 0.41. By contrast,
DopNet predicted ZT of the test materials more accurately, and the
MAE of DopNet was 0.13. Furthermore, while GBTR failed to
identify the dopant effects in Zr0.25Hf0.25Te0.5NiSn1−xSbx system,
DopNet roughly predicted the order of ZTs in the Zr0.25Hf0.25Te0.5-
NiSn1−xSbx system. As shown in the prediction results in Table 3

and the MAE of DopNet, it can be used to roughly investigate the
thermoelectric performances of new material before synthesizing it
(Table 2).

Hyperparameter analysis
Compared to conventional artificial neural networks, DopNet has
two additional hyperparameters denoted by γ and K. The dopant
threshold γ determines whether an atom in a given material is an
atom in the host material or a dopant. If the proportion of the
atom is less than or equal to γ, it is identified as a dopant. Another
hyperparameter K defines the maximum number of dopants
allowed in DopNet. However, K is automatically determined to
cover all doped materials in the dataset for a given γ. Hence, we
measured the prediction errors of DopNet as γ changes on the
MRL dataset. Figure 5a shows the evaluation results of DopNet for
different values of the dopant threshold γ. The prediction errors
were measured by MAE. As shown in Fig. 5, DopNet achieved
lower errors than GBTR for all values of γ. This evaluation result
shows the robustness of DopNet for the hyperparameter γ.
In addition to γ, there are two important hyperparameters in the

training of deep neural networks, called initial learning rate and
batch size. We also evaluated the prediction errors of DopNet for
different initial learning rates and batch sizes in predicting ZT. As
shown in Fig. 5b, DopNet showed smaller prediction errors with
reasonable choices of the initial learning rates in { 5e−3, 1e−2, 5e
−2, 1e−1}. However, the prediction error of DopNet was larger
than the errors of GBTR for the initial learning rate of 5e−1
because the gradient descent method to train GBTR was not
converged. For the different batch sizes, DopNet always out-
performed GBTR as shown in Fig. 5c. As a result, DopNet was
robust to the changes in the dopant threshold (γ) and the batch
size, and it will enhance the general applicability of DopNet to
real-world applications.
In a practical implementation, the dopant threshold γ is an

important hyperparameter of DopNet because it determines
the host materials and the additives in a given material. However,
the dopant threshold should be selected in appropriate ranges.

Table 3. Predicted ZTs of the machine learning algorithms for external test materials of two test cases.

Test case Chemical formula Temperature (K) Ground truth (= y) fGB fDN

Known combination Na0.01Pb0.99Te 700 1.2241 1.31 1.26

Na0.02Pb0.98Te 700 1.3741 1.32 1.29

Na0.03Pb0.97Te 700 1.4941 1.32 1.37

Unknown combination Pb0.95Ce0.05Te 300 0.2442 0.06 0.09

Zn0.02PbTe 300 0.4142 0.22 0.09

Pb0.95Ce0.05Te 673 0.8842 1.16 0.98

Na0.025Mg0.03Pb0.95Te 700 1.0742 1.29 1.22

Na2TeSr0.01PbTe 700 1.2442 0.43 1.32

Mg3.05Nb0.15Sb1.5Bi0.49Te0.01 673 1.5742 0.40 1.66

Zr0.25Hf0.25Te0.5NiSn0.998Sb0.002 700 1.5022 0.32 1.27

Zr0.25Hf0.25Te0.5NiSn0.996Sb0.004 700 1.3822 0.32 1.25

Zr0.25Hf0.25Te0.5NiSn0.99Sb0.01 700 1.2122 0.41 1.24

Zr0.25Hf0.25Te0.5NiSn 700 1.3022 0.32 1.27

Mg3.2Sb1.5Bi0.49Te0.01 716 1.5042 0.33 1.43

PbTeCd0.02 773 1.5042 1.19 1.31

Tl0.02Pb0.98Te 800 1.5042 0.93 1.36

Ce0.1In0.1Tb0.2Co4Sb12 800 1.3442 0.64 0.95

Ba0.06La0.05Tb0.02Co4Sb12 850 1.2842 0.63 1.25

Average error (MAE) 0.41 0.13

ZTs of the test materials were measured at 700 K. The predicted ZT of GBTR and DopNet are denoted by fGB and fDN, respectively.
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For a large dopant threshold, too many elements can be identified
as the additives, and the host materials were not defined. To
prevent this implementation issue, we propose a rule to select the
dopant threshold. Let β is defined as the maximum value of the
proportions of the elements in a chemical composition. In the
implementation of DopNet, the dopant threshold should satisfy
the following inequality for the chemical compositions X ¼
fx1; x2; ::: ; xNg in a given dataset, where xi is a chemical
composition.

γ < minfβ1; β2; ::: ; βNg (2)

If the dopant threshold does not satisfy the inequality in Eq. (2),
some materials are recognized as having no host materials. Thus,
the dopant threshold should be selected in ð0;minfβ1; β2; ::: ; βNgÞ
to properly separate the materials into the hosts and the additives.

DISCUSSION
The doped materials are common in thermoelectric materials.
Since the materials can have completely different materials
properties by a small amount of the dopants, the doped materials
usually have mixed distribution for the materials properties, as
shown in Fig. 1. In particular, the thermoelectric properties of the
materials can be dramatically changed by the dopants. For this
reason, predicting the materials properties of the doped materials
using machine learning algorithms is challenging because the
relations between the doped materials and their materials
properties are severely nonlinear. In this paper, we proposed a
unified architecture of the neural networks, called DopNet, to
accurately predict the thermoelectric properties of the doped
materials. DopNet is designed to explicitly and independently
representing the host materials and the dopants to identify the
effects of the dopants in the entire materials, as illustrated by the
architecture of DopNet in Fig. 2. To the best of our knowledge,
DopNet is the first machine learning algorithm to predict materials
properties from the chemical formulas of the materials by
identifying the dopant effects.
We evaluated DopNet in predicting the five thermoelectric

properties of various doped materials. For the evaluations, we
manually collected the chemical formulas of 573 materials and
their thermoelectric properties from the MRL database26. As
shown in Table 1, DopNet outperformed state-of-the-art machine
learning methods in predicting Seebeck coefficient, electrical
conductivity, thermal conductivity, power factor, and ZT. In
particular, DopNet achieved R2 scores of 0.79 and 0.86 in
predicting power factor and ZT, respectively. Furthermore, DopNet
was significantly more effective than GPR and GBTR in predicting
the high-ZT materials. Specifically, the MAEs of GPR and GBTR for
the top 10 high-ZT materials were 0.77 and 0.45, respectively.
However, the MAE of DopNet was 0.26, and the improvement of

DopNet is 42.22% compared to GBTR. This improvement of
DopNet in predicting high-ZT materials is noteworthy because our
ultimate goal is to discover a novel high-ZT material.
Since the MRL dataset contains ZTs of the same material

measured at different temperatures, some materials in the test
dataset can be shown in the training dataset with different
temperatures. To evaluate DopNet in predicting ZTs of completely
unseen materials, we predicted ZTs of the materials collected from
external databases as shown in Table 3. In this experiment, GBTR
was not effective to predict ZTs of the unseen materials, and the
MAE of GBTR increased explosively from 0.07 for the test dataset
of the MRL dataset to 0.41 for the completely unseen materials.
The inaccurate prediction performance of GBTR in the extrapola-
tion limits the applicability of GBTR to real-world applications
despite its superior interpolation capabilities. This problem of
GBTR in the extrapolation is unsolvable because the functions
approximated the tree-based methods are defined only in the
ranges of the training datasets. By contrast, the MAE of DopNet
increased from 0.06 for the MRL dataset to 0.13 for the unseen
materials. That is, DopNet was significantly more effective than the
popular GBTR in the extrapolation problem. We will investigate
the reason for the performance improvement of DopNet in the
extrapolation problem in the next section.
To clarify the reason for the performance improvement of

DopNet, we investigated the embedding results of DopNet and
compared the embedding results of DopNet with the embeddings
of DNN. Note that we did not compare the embedding results
with SVR, GPR, and GBTR because they do not generate the latent
embeddings of the input data. To visualize the embedding results,
t-SNE27 was applied to the outputs of the last hidden layers of
DNN and DopNet. Figure 6 shows the visualization results of the
embeddings generated by DNN and DopNet. In the figure, each
point is the data (pair of material and temperature) in the MRL
dataset, and the colors of the points indicate the measured ZTs. As
shown in Fig. 6a, the data is disorderly distributed in the initial
stage. After 100 epochs of the training of DopNet, the data was
roughly clustered into the low-ZT data and the high-ZT data.
Finally, the data was arranged in a direction proportional to the
measured ZTs. That is, DopNet generated a latent data
representation that makes the regression problem easier. We also
compared the embedding results of DopNet with the embeddings
of DNN. As shown in Fig. 6b, DNN did not generate a proper data
embedding that separates the input data according to their target
values. For instance, despite the completely different ZTs of
In0.2Co4Sb12 and In0.05Co4Sb12 at 700 K, they were embedded into
the same area as shown in the embedding results of DNN. By
contrast, they were separately embedded by DopNet. In addition
to this case, DNN did not properly represent Zr0.25Hf0.25Ti0.5NiSn
and Zr0.5Hf0.25NiSn. This embedding result of DNN shows that
DNN cannot effectively identify the subtle changes by the dopants

a Predic�on errors for each
c Predic�on errors for each batch size

b Predic�on errors for each
dopant threshold ini�al learning rate

Fig. 5 Prediction errors of DopNet for different values of the hyperparameters. a Prediction errors for different dopant thresholds.
b Prediction errors for different initial learning rates of the gradient method. c Prediction errors for different batch sizes.
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in the materials. However, DopNet properly represented the
doped materials according to their ZTs because it was specifically
designed to identify the dopant effects in the materials, as
illustrated in Fig. 2.
From the embedding results, we can also rationalize the

performance improvement of DopNet in predicting ZTs of the
unseen materials, which is called the extrapolation problem.
We can observe that the data is monotonically arranged according
to ZTs in the embedding results of DopNet, as shown in Fig. 6b. That
is, the linearity of the relation between the materials and their ZTs
increased in the embedding space generated by DopNet. Hence,
the relation to be approximated the prediction model was linearized
by encoding the nonlinearity into the input data of the prediction
model. The positive effects of improving the prediction accuracy in
the extrapolation problems by the nonlinearity encoding were well
investigated theoretically and experimentally in43.
Recently, Fan et al.44 calculated the electronic structure, electron

relaxation time, and thermoelectric properties for Pb doped Mg2Si
structure, and reported the calculated thermoelectric properties at
different temperature. Also, Pőhls et al.45 tried to calculate the
thermoelectric properties of RECuZnP2 (RE= Pr, Nd, Er) using
sophisticated calculation methods based on ab initio scattering
and transport (AMSET) and compressive sensing lattice dynamics.
According to their calculation results at 300 K, 400 K, and 700 K,
MAE between the experimental and calculation ZTs are 0.1244,45.
Similarly, DopNet showed the error of 0.13 in predicting ZTs of the
completely unseen materials as shown in Table 3. As a result,
DopNet achieved the comparable extrapolation capabilities with

the traditional calculation methods even though DopNet does not
require human labor and extensive computing resources.
We also predicted ZTs of RECuZnP2 (RE= Pr, Nd, Er) at 300 K,

400 K, 700 K. We omitted the Mg2Si structure because it was
contained the training dataset of DopNet. By contrast, the
RECuZnP2 (RE= Pr, Nd, Er) system have never been shown in
the training dataset. Moreover, Pr and Er have never been shown
in any data in the training dataset. For the calculation results of45,
MAE was 0.12 for the RECuZnP2 (RE= Pr, Nd, Er) system. However,
DopNet achieved MAE of 0.06 ± 0.01 in 10 times repetitions of the
training and prediction processes for the same materials systems.
Furthermore, although the calculation methods should be
manually modified to improve the prediction accuracies, the
prediction accuracy of DopNet can be improved just by collecting
more training data. Thus, DopNet can be used as a computation
tool to discover novel thermoelectric materials.
DopNet can provide a rapid prediction with reasonable

prediction accuracies in discovering new thermoelectric materi-
als. One of the most practical benefits of DopNet is that
additional information generated by experimental analyses and
density functional theory (DFT)46 calculations are not required.
Thus, DopNet can be used for fast screening in large materials
databases or combinatorially generated candidates. This screen-
ing method based on DopNet will significantly accelerate the
process of discovering novel materials because we can sum up
several candidate materials in thousands of materials from
combinations of host materials, doped elements, and doping
concentrations.

Initial data distribution Embedding result

a Embedding results of DopNet for each epoch

b Embedding result comparison of DNN and DopNet

(a)

(b)

Low-ZT data

High-ZT data

Proportional to ZT

(c)
(d)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Zr . Hf . NiSn

Mg Si

Co Sb

100 epochs 500 epochs

Measured ZT (= Target value)

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6

ℎ

ℎ

Embedding result of DNN Embedding result of DopNet

(a) In . Co Sb (ZT = 1.39, 700 K)

(b) In . Co Sb (ZT = 0.59, 700 K)

(c) Zr . Hf . Ti . NiSn (ZT = 1.42, 700 K)

(d) Zr . Hf . NiSn (ZT = 0.54, 700 K)

0.2

1.0

1.6

Fig. 6 2-dimensional visualization of embedding results of DNN and DopNet. a embedding results of DopNet for each epoch of the
training. b embedding results comparison between FNN and DopNet. The embedding results were visualized by t-SNE27 applied to
the outputs of the last hidden layers of FNN and DopNet. Each point is the data (pair of material and temperature) in the MRL dataset, and the
colors of the points indicate the values of ZTs. Two axes h1 and h2 indicate the first and second latent features calculated by t-SNE, respectively.
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For a trained DopNet fθ(z; θ
*), the computational screening

process based on DopNet can be conducted as the following
three steps.

● Step 1: The chemical compositions of the candidate materials
are generated combinatorially. For instance, the compositions
of our target materials system TlaPbbTec are generated
combinatorially for all possible values of the proportions a,
b, and c. Then, the combinatorially generated compositions
are validated based on chemical rules, such as valency
checking.

● Step 2: The trained DopNet predicts the target materials
properties for the generated compositions. After the predic-
tion, the compositions are sorted according to user-defined
criteria.

● Step 3: For top k materials in the prediction results, domain
experts synthesize the selected materials to validate their
properties experimentally.

Usually, the first and second steps are finished within an hour, i.e.,
promising materials can be identified from thousands of
candidate materials within an hour. Thus, experimenters can
significantly reduce the time required to synthesize thousands of
materials to the time required to synthesize only a few kmaterials.

METHODS
Forward process of DopNet
Forward process of DopNet consists of host embedding, dopant
embedding, and prediction. For a host feature vector xh, a latent
embedding of the host material is calculated via an the autoencoder
and the host embedding network as:

zh ¼ fωðuωðhϕðxhÞÞÞ; (3)

where hϕ is an encoder network of the autoencoder, and fω is the host
embedding network. Simultaneously, the dopant embedding zd is
calculated from the set of dopant features Sd via dopant embedding
networks as:

zd ¼ f μðxd1 Þ � f μðxd2 Þ � � � � � f μðxdK Þ; (4)

where xdi is a feature vector of ith dopant in the input material, fμ is the
dopant embedding network, and⊕ indicates vector concatenation. After
generating the latent embeddings of the host material and the dopants,
the target materials property y is predicted via fθ as:

y ¼ f θðzh � zdÞ: (5)

By the independent embedding processes of the host material and the
dopants in Eqs. (3) and (4), DopNet can easily capture the dopant effects in
the entire materials. The forward step of DopNet is formally described in
Algorithm1.

Model parameter optimization
The materials representations of the host materials are converted into the
latent and compact embeddings via autoencoder in DopNet. In the
training of DopNet, the autoencoder for the host material and the dopant
embedding network are independently trained on the basis of the
decomposed materials representations xh and Sd. Autoencoders are

designed to extract latent features of given data and trained in
unsupervised manner by minimizing reconstruction loss. For a given
training dataset D ¼ fðx1; y1Þ; ðx2; y2Þ; :::; ðxN; yNÞg, the training problem
of autoencoders are defined by:

ϕ�;ψ� ¼ argminϕ;ψ
1
N

XN

i¼1

jjxh;i � gψðhϕðxh;iÞÞjj22; (6)

where N is the number of materials in the training dataset. Note that the
label data yi is not used in the training of the autoencoder. In DopNet,
there is no restriction in choosing autoencoder to embed the representa-
tions of the host materials. For instance, a probabilistic model of
autoencoder47 can be used in DopNet rather than the traditional
autoencoder defined by Eq. (6).
After the training of the autoencoder, the dopant embedding network fμ

and the dense network fθ is simultaneously trained in supervised manner.
For a trained autoencoder gψ(hϕ(xh)), the host embedding network, the K
dopant embedding networks, and the dense network are trained by
directly minimizing the surrogate loss, such as MAE and root mean square
error (RMSE). For instance, the training problem of the networks can be
defined based on MAE as:

θ�;ω�; μ� ¼ argminθ;μ;ω
1
N

XN

i¼1

jyi � f θðzh;i � zd;iÞj; (7)

where θ, ω, and μ are the model parameters of the dense, host embedding,
and dopant embedding networks, respectively. In the training of the
neural networks in DopNet, the dropout technique48 was applied to
improve the generalization capability. Adam optimizer49 and stochastic
gradient descent method with learning rate decay were used to optimize
the model parameters of the autoencoder and the other model parameters
in DopNet, respectively. Algorithm2 formally describes the training process
of DopNet based on the gradient descent methods.

Hyperparameter settings
We applied greedy search with validation dataset to select hyperpara-
meters of the machine learning methods. All hyperparameters were set as
optimal values that minimize the prediction errors of the validation
datasets. Two hyperparameters of SVR, called margin ϵ and regularization
coefficient C, were selected within {0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0} and {0.1, 0.2, 0.4},
respectively. For GBTR, maximum depth of tree and number of estimators
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were searched in {3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} and {100, 200, 300, 400}, respectively. The
hyperparameters of DopNet were also selected manually. The selected
value of the dopant threshold γ and the maximum number of dopants K
were set to 5e−1 and 3, respectively. DopNet was trained by stochastic
gradient descent (SGD)50. The autoencoder of DopNet to embedded the
host materials were trained by SGD with the initial learning rate 1e−3, the
L2 regularization coefficient 1e−5, and the batch size 32. The other parts of
DopNet (dopant embedding network and dense network) were also
trained by SGD with the initial learning rate 1e−1, the L2 regularization 1e
−7, and the batch size 32. For all experiments, the autoencoder of DopNet
was defined as fc(256)-fc(64)-fc(256)-fc(n1), where fc indicates fully-
connected layer, the numbers in the fc are the number of output neurons,
and n1 is dimensionality of the host feature xh. The host and dopant
embedding networks of DopNet were defined as simple dense networks
with one fc(256). The dense network of DopNet to predict the target
materials properties was implemented by three fully-connected layers as fc
(512)-fc(16)-fc(1), and the dropout technique was applied to each fc layer.
To convert the chemical formulas into the numerical feature vectors,

intrinsic elemental features are assigned for each atom in the materials.
These feature vectors of the atoms is converted into a feature vector of a
material by calculating statistics of the atomic feature vectors. We
calculated average, standard deviation, minimum value, and maximum
value of the atomic feature vectors. Total 31 intrinsic elemental features
were assigned for each atom, such as atomic number, atomic weight, and
electronegativity. Hence, the materials were represented by 124 features
from the mean, standard deviation, minimum, and maximum of the 31
atomic attributed of the constituent atoms. Finally, the feature vector of
the materials were concatenated with the temperatures at which the
thermoelectric properties of the materials were measured. The
elemental features used in this paper are available in Python Mendeleev
Package51.

DATA AVAILABILITY
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